
Fundamental Scrubs for the basic necessities
Scrubs aren’t always the most fashionable pieces
available on the market. But there are some things
you can do to make sure you look your best. 

LOS ANGELES, CA, US, January 8, 2019
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sometimes people
working in the medical field need just the
basics. Fundamentals Scrubs provides superior
uniforms at bargain basement prices with the
durability needed for events toughest jobs.

“The price is cheap, but the quality is not,” said
Philip Gabriel, owner of Scrubs Unlimited in Los
Angeles. “That is very important for the budget
minded. If you buy cheap scrubs that do not
last, then you have no saved any money. If you
buy inexpensive scrubs than can stand up to
modern medical center needs, then you have
saved money.”

Fundamentals F3 scrubs are made by the White
Swan Uniforms company with eye toward
function and fit. The company surveyed medical
offices to find out what was most needed and
the set out to meet those needs. The resulting
Fundamentals actually exceeded many of the
requirements.

The company also produces the scrubs in a
variety of colors. Students and staff can dress
appropriately and stay color coded. Many
universities require students in specific medical
career pathways to wear certain scrubs colors. A
doctor’s office can have the same colors for the
whole staff if needed.

“These scrubs also come with lots of pockets.
This is especially helpful for students who need to carry a lot of gear and emergency room
workers,” Mr. Gabriel said. “The pockets are specifically tailored to keep things handy without
wearing you down.”

Fundamentals pants and tops are unisex. Top sizes are small to 7X. Pants are Petite XS to 7X and
tall sizes up to 3XL. For the men, the pants tend to run a size too big so ordering one size down is
recommended.

For those who are not sure about sizes, Scrubs Unlimited offers a Safe Sizing program.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.scrubsunlimited.com
https://www.scrubsunlimited.com
https://www.scrubsunlimited.com


“Order a set of scrubs in the size you think you need. If it does not fit, send it back. We refund
everything including the shipping,” Mr. Gabriel said. “If it fits, then order as many as you need in
that size.’

Owing to the larger sizes in the shirts, Fundamentals are well-suited for pregnant ladies.

About Scrubs Unlimited: 
Scrubs Unlimited is an online catalog which stocks medical scrubs for men and women,
accessories and footwear from different popular brands. They take pride in their secure and
hassle-free online checkout and regular offers and discounts. Their website updates its catalog
on a regular basis along with the updated collections, styles and colors released by major
brands.
###
For more information about Scrubs Unlimited’s product and services, call them at (866) 267-3079
or visit their website at https://www.scrubsunlimited.com/. 
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